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Library Quiz

Dear Professor,

      During Professor Berger's presentation, I learned how to effectively do research for my reflective
annotated bibliography. I learned that search results would be more accurate if I searched up the key
words of my question. The key words include who, what, where, when, why, and how. After finding the
key words I would insert them on the Google search bar using quotation marks. If I can't find any articles
on Google, I could use the New York Times website by first registering for an account using my City Tech
email to gain access to many free articles, then I'd insert the key words to the search bar. Another
alternative is using the City Tech library website. On the home page there's a search bar where you can
again insert the same key words, which takes you to "One Search" and the results are a list of articles
regarding your key words.   

Sincerely, 
Sherlyn Sanchez

Sherlyn.SanchezFlores <Sherlyn.SanchezFlores@mail.citytech.cuny.edu>

Tue 11/15/2022 11:57 PM

To:Carole Harris <CHarris@citytech.cuny.edu>;
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quiz

     A research skill i learned from the presentation is picking the right question. when picking the
question, you have to let yourself know is the question researchable. Another thing I learned is that you
shouldn't know the answer to the question you choose. if you know the answer than that means the
question you pick is too easy. when searching for sources you have to ask yourself is the sources
reliable. Me personally i will avoid Wikipedia most of the time because people can change wikipida at
any time. if you need any reliable sources/books/newspaper you can go on the school library site and
search the key word on the search button with the word quote. it will show all the sites that have the
keyword you quote inside the search bar.  

Alex.Lin <Alex.Lin@mail.citytech.cuny.edu>

Tue 11/15/2022 11:28 PM

To:Carole Harris <CHarris@citytech.cuny.edu>;
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Dear Professor Ms.Harris

I'm Rumaldo Cardona from your Co 1101 English class, From Monday's class when
the librarian explains the success in reaching the internet as a successful search for a
student to develop for any cause of an event that may help in the feather run.

   One thing we in the class discuss in how we could find a more reasonable
question to search to find the viewpoint in what we are writing about, something
that led me to understand how to develop a specific question was the roadmap was
one of the biggest information I had kept because it helps you structure different
layers of your writing to having a question to finding background information,
finding creative sources, expert resources or even your bibliography can be structure
in writing to show a story or a certain event to catch the reader's eyes. In high
school, I would also place link sources where I get my information from at the
bottom so the teachers could look over and connect to my writing which I feel may
be helpful for both of us to view more.

Sincerely: Rumaldo Cardona

Rumaldo Cardona <rumaldocardona5@gmail.com>

Wed 11/16/2022 10:44 AM

To:Carole Harris <CHarris@citytech.cuny.edu>;
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